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The Cuban Revolution has been the object of hundreds of disinformation campaigns, usually
orchestrated by the U.S. government with the complicity of European allies in conjunction
with the powerful forces and interests which control the corporate media. However, they
have not been able to divert Cubans from their ideals of independence and socialism, nor
confuse the peoples of the planet who, despite everything, are led by wisdom and instinct to
the truth. They are campaigns without political or ethical constraints which come up against
the moral force of Cuba and merely tarnish their authors.

The most recent, which came from their prizewinning informants, was deflated in 72 hours.
Lying politicians, the media which slandered out of political interest and journalists who
reported an incident which never took place without even attempting to confirm it, must not
be given impunity. At the very least, they should admit their error and apologize to the
family whose grief they failed to respect.

Curiously, all of them remain silent in the face of the millions of civilian deaths in Iraq and
Afghanistan which they define as “collateral damage,” as well as in the face of extrajudicial
executions with drone aircraft in sovereign countries.

They have maintained a prudent silence in relation to the use of torture, have covered up
the existence of secret U.S. prisons in Europe, have prevented investigations into the crimes
committed in Abu Ghraib and the Guantánamo Naval Base – this latter usurped from Cuba –
and the CIA secret flights transporting persons kidnapped in other states.

They remain unmoved at the brutal  way in which European governments are inflicting the
consequences of the economic crisis on the poorest members of society and immigrants.
They look the other way when the unemployed or students in those wealthy societies are
repressed with exceptional violence.

However, they are constantly hunting out pretexts for denigrating Cuba, and when these are
lacking, they fabricate them.

They  shamelessly  converted  a  case  of  acute  pancreatitis  into  political  murder;  a  justified
detention  by  police  of  less  than  three  hours  for  public  order  offenses  without  any  use  of
force  into  a  fatal  beating;  a  person  with  a  criminal  record  sentenced  to  two  years’
imprisonment for a common crime into a political dissident and the victim of a lengthy
prison term.

The Cuban people share the protests of the family whose pain has been offended and the
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indignation of doctors virtually accused of complicity in a homicide. The world has more
than  sufficient  examples  of  the  humanistic  vocation  of  our  doctors,  who  have  been
unstinting  in  their  efforts  and,  risking  their  own  lives,  have  provided  and  are  providing
health  services  in  many  parts  of  the  world.

American  legislator  David  Rivera,  famous  for  electoral  corruption  and  his  extremist
campaigns to eliminate the right of émigré Cubans to travel to their country of origin, and
who just  a  few weeks ago,  accused former  President  Carter  of  being a  Cuban agent,
affirmed under  oath  in  the  U.S.  Congress  that  the  dead  man was  beaten  to  death  in  Villa
Clara’s central Vidal Park last Sunday.

He didn’t even take the trouble to verify what even the most ill-intentioned acknowledge,
that the deceased was in the park before and after his brief detention on Thursday, May 5,
not on Sunday, when he was already in hospital. It is not surprising that Rivera should lie,
but that he should do so with such stupidity.

Salafranca, a Euro deputy from Spain’s Partido Popular (PP), known for his anti-Cuban and
pro-yankee  attitudes,  and  who  has  said  that  reports  on  the  CIA  secret  flights  do  not
contribute any additional information and refrains from any condemnation of them, affirmed
in the European Parliament that the individual “died after his detention and from a beating
by the Cuban police.”

El País, from the Spain of the Prisa Group and PP conspiracies, published a cable titled “Cuba
dissident dies after police beating.” The ABC, historically in the service of the worst causes,
stated “Cuban opposition member dies after a beating from Castro’s police.” They are not
interested in confirming the veracity of the alleged incidents and have not even bothered to
disguise the conspiracy with different titles.

Even  President  Barack  Obama  himself,  in  response  to  a  question  from  the  highly
tendentious Univisión network in Miami, referred to the events in Vidal Park which never
took place, while stating that the details were not as yet clear.

It is strange that Obama, always so busy, retained in his memory the case of a person
arrested in a Cuban park to which he was able to return shortly afterwards. However, he has
not said anything and possibly does not even recall the anguished face or the account of
young Iraqi Samar Hassan, published in The New York Times on May 7, concerning the
terrible experience of the murder of her parents by a U.S. patrol when they were returning
from the hospital after her little brother had received treatment for injuries.

But, in the case of Cuba, the worst offense is not the constant fabrication and reproduction
of lies. What is unpardonable is the censuring of the great truths and the history of a heroic
and blockaded people, who have been capable of achieving what for the great majority of
humanity is still a dream.

In the past, there have been attempts to isolate Cuba or provoke internal disorders in order
to create a pretext for U.S. intervention. What is the object of these campaigns? Just to
denigrate, or something worse? Could it be that those pulling the strings and their paid
internal agents would be delighted to invoke the “protection of civilians” in order to bomb
Havana?

Our people will not allow themselves to be confused by internal counterrevolutionaries who
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are seeking a media pretext in order to promote a conflict with the United States, and they
know how to respond with serenity and firmness to the actions of these mercenaries.

The arguments of the Cuban Revolution are not fabricated like the lies of our enemies, they
are constructed with the dignity and integrity of our people, who have learnt that the truth is
the cleanest weapon of humanity.
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